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Pronouns and adverbs, figure and ground:
The local case forms and locative forms of the Finnish

demonstratives in spoken discourse

1. Introduction

Finnish has a large variety of forms available for speaking about

where something is located. This is particularly so for the

demonstratives, which have special locative forms in addition to

case forms in the six local cases. The purpose of this papert is to

examine the use of the local case forms and locative forms of the

demonstratives in spoken Finnish in order to determine, first,

what light the actual use of these forms may shed on the question

of theii lexical category as either demonstrative pronouns or

adverbs, and, secondly, how speakers make the choice between

the different forms.

2. Data

The data for the paper consist of ordinary conversations and

spoken nanatives recãrded in Finland between the late 1930s and

*i¿-tgqOr. The earlier narratives were recorded on disks and

later transferred onto tapes; the later narratives were tape-

recorded. There are altogether fifteen narratives from different

dialectal areas; both eastern and westem dialects are represented.

The eight conversations were tape-recorded between 1958 and

1991. 
-One 

of the conversations is from a pre-arranged meeting;

all the rest are naturally occurring conversations between friends

part of Ch.3 of
(Laury 1995).
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and family members. Some of the narratives were spontaneously
produced in the course of conversation, while others were elicited
(for further details conceming the data, see Laury 1995).

3. The demonstratives and their forms

Finnish has th¡ee demonstratives, tömä'lhis', tuo 'that' and se 'it;
that; the'. As can be seen from the glosses, tömri is

'approximately equivalent to the English råis. However, neither
tuo nor r e correspond directly to any English demonstrative.
Traditionally, the meanings of the Finnish dernonstratives have
been thought to be based on concrete distance (see Larjavaara
1990: 93-190), but recent studies which have focused on their use
in spoken discourse have suggested that social and interactive
factors have at least as much to do with a speaker's choice of
demonstratives than do concrete spatial factors (Seppânen 1995;
Laury 1995; 1996). Based on their use in spoken discourse, the
meanings of the demonstratives can be characterized as follows:
use of tömci implies that the speaker considers the referent to be
within his or her own (socially defined) sphere, while fuo is used
for referents outside the speaker's sphere; the use of se, in tum,
implies that the referent is within the addressee's sphere (Laury
1995:56-57).

Just like the English demonstratives, the Finnish
demonstratives can be used both independently (without a head
noun) and as determiners. And unlike the English
demonstratives, which can only be used independently for human
referents in presentational clauses of the type This is my mother,
the Finnish demonstratives can be used independently for human
referents in all clause types.

All three demonstratives have forms for all the Finnish cases
in the singular and the plural, and, as noted above, there are also
special locative forms for each demonstrative. The table below
shows the Finnish demonstrative forms that concern us in this
paper: the local (internal and external) case forms and locative
forms for all three demonstratives. In addition to the singular
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formsgiveninthetable,thedemonstrativeshavepluralformsin
the iniernal and external local cases marked by the initial

consonant n- instead of the singular r- and s-' and the plural -i-

õrõ; the plural ntiíssti 'in these' with the singular tässti'in

this; ñere'). The locatives lack plural forms'

Tdrnã
Internal cases
r¿issri INESSIVE
rds¡ri ELATIVE
úhdnil-LATTYE

Tuo
Intemal cases
fitossa INESSIVE
uostaEI-NIIVE
tuohonILLATIVE

Se
siinri INESSIVE
Sii¡rï ELATIVE
sühenIJ-LATIYE

External cases
r¿il/¿i ADESSIVE
TdITd ABLATIJE,
täIle ALLATNE

ExErnal cases
¡¡¿ol/a ADESSIVE
uolta ABLATIYE
uolle /,J.LATI!'IE

si//a ADESSIVE
si/rd ABLATIVE
si//¿ ALLATIVE

Locatives
r¿i¿rl/ö ADESSIVE
IAöItd ABLATTYE
tönne LNIÍYE

Locative
raol/a ADESSIYE
uolta ABLATIVT
tuonne LATIVE

si¿l/¿i ADESSIVE
si¿lrri ABLATIVE
sín¿¿ LAIVE

Tablel.LocalcaseformsandlocativeformsoftheFinnishdemonstratives
(standard Finnish).

Ascanbeseen,forallthreedemonstratives'theintemalcase
formshavecasemarkerswhichdistinguishthemfromboththe
external case forms and the locatives' However' the locative

forms and the external case forms have identical case markers for

t¡" uà"*iu e (-llö) and ablative case (-ltti). For tcimö and se, the

io.utiu" forms are distinguished from the extemal case forms by'

,h" it"tp..tively) tong (aÐ and diphthongized (ie) stem vowels

*niòn cäntrast *itr, tr,ã ii.pt. (shorr) vowels (dli) n rhe extemal

case fonns.
Fortuo,theextemalcaseformsareidenticaltothelocative

case forms in the adessive and ablative for the standard Finnish

;õ; iiu"r, in the table; however, in many spoken varieties (in

¡t ít."aiæcrs I am famitiar with), the paradigm marches the

p*uãigtnt for the other two demonstratives' as the external case
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forms have simple vowels (tolla, tolta, tolle) and thus are, in a
sense, more regular.

The lative (locative) form case marker -nne is distinct from
the allative marker -lle, and the lative forms for tcimö and se have
simple (short) stem vowels. The standard Finnish lative form for
tuo has a diphtongized vowel, as can be seen in the table, but for
spoken Finnish, the paradigm matches the paradigms for the
other two demonstratives here as well, as the spoken form has a
simple vowel (tonne).

As can be seen, while there is some overlap in the
morphology of the standard Finnish local case forms and the
locative forms of the demonstratives, in spoken Finnish the
paradigms are entirely distinct. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the syntactic and semantic differences in the use of
these forms in spoken Finnish.

4. Spatial and extended use of the local case forms and
Iocatives

\Me might reasonably assume that the basic function of the locai
cases, and therefore also the basic function of the local case
forms and locative forms of the demonstratives, would be to
express spatial relations.' However, in Finnish, and in the Uralic
family of languages in general, there has been a persistent trend
for local cases to be grammaticized into expressing non-local
concepts such as possession and instrumentality (Alhoniemi
1969; Korhonen 1991; Huumo 1995a; for crosslinguistic
manifestations of this tendency see Heine et al 1991).

When constructions expressing local concepts are extended
into new domains, the earlier uses and the newer, extended
(grammaticized) uses may exist simultaneously in the language
¿ I do¡ot mean to imply that social meanings.always dgvelop from concrete
meanings in grammaticization processes - in fact, they do not (see, for
example, Hakulinen and Seppänen L992; Laury i996). However, there is
good historical evidence that in the development of Finnish oblique cases
into grammatical uses the local meanings were the ea¡lier ones.
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(Heine et al 1991: L51-I52), resulting in what Campbell and
Harris have called'syntactic doublets' (L996). This is so with the
Finnish local cases. As Huumo (1995b) shows, it is quite
possible to construct sentences with two different uses of the
same lexical item with the same case marker, where one of the
uses is interpreted as a local, adverbial use while the other use

receives a novel, say, possessive or instrumental interpretation.
However, even though speakers find both the local and extended
uses granìmatical and are able to construct system sentences
exhibiting both types of uses, it is still quite possible that one
type of use is more frequent in actual speech production in
context, while the other type is less frequent or cannot even be

found in spoken data. This appears to be so for the external local
case forms of the Finnish demonstratives. My database
contained no uses of independent (non-determiner) extemal case
(adessive, ablative, or allative) forms of the demonstratives to
refer to locations. Although it is probably not ungrammatical to
use these forms to refer to locations, such uses appear to be at
least very rare. There were also no determiner uses of the
extemal case forms with noun phrases which would have referred
to locations, although such uses are quite possible to imagine and

surely occur (for example, trilki pöydälki fÄUA-epE pöytä-
ADE'on this table').

In contrast, there were numerous examples in my data of the
use of the extemal local case forms of the demonstratives for
non-local (abstract) concepts. The following example shows the

use of the adessive form of se, sillä., for a possessor.

(1) V:... 'Onks sillä luistimet.
be-q-rrcl sE-ADE skate-PL
Does s/he have skates? TPLAYMOBL]

Example (1) is taken from a conversation between two children
while they are making inventory of a set of toys consisting of
dolls and their winter sports equipment in order to determine
what equipment each doil comes with. V is asking whether a

particular doll, the referent of sillä'slhe (possessive)', has skates.
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The adessive form is also used for instruments in my data,
as shown in the next example. This example comes from the
same conversation as example (1).

Q) V:'Mä leikin tällä
lsc play-lsc r¡ri-¡o"

I'll play with this one.
TPLAYMOBL]

In this example, V is choosing a doll to play with. The NP
referring to the dol7, täIlti'with this', is the adessive form of the
demonstratiYe tömd.

The causee in causative constructions is expressed with the
adessive case also, as shown in the following example from a
conversation between several teachers of Finnish. The speaker is
telling about having his students listen to a recording of a certain
book.

(3) ..^ mä oon 'kuunteluttanu näillä,
lsc be-lsc hear-rneq-ceus-p.Frc rliMri-pL-ADE
I have made these (students) listen,

..(1,2) t¿immöst nkymmenen

TÄMÄ.ADI-PAR tEN
to this "Ten little niggers".

pientä
little-p¡n

neekeripoikaa.
negro-boy-mR

toPETl

In example (3), nöillä'these (students)', the plural adessive form
of ttimri, stands for the causees of the causative action the speaker
is reporting having performed.

The allative case forms of the demonstratives code
recipients. In example (4), also taken from the teachers'
conversation, the speaker is suggesting that students should not
be offered violent reading materials.

(4) .. nün ^ei v?ikivaltaa niille.
so ¡¡ec violence-p¡n sE-PL-ALL
So, no violence for them.

tOPETl
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Like the external local cases, the internal local cases have

also been extended into certain non-local uses. For example, the

elative case is used for the source concept or state, or entity
undergoing a change with verbs of becoming and transformation,
as shown in the following example, which comes from a

conversation recorded while two speakers were preparing fresh
salted salmon. One of the speakers had just said that she added

sugar to the marinade.

(5) Muute siit tulee kovaa.
otherwise sE-ELA come-3sc ha¡d- p¿n

Otherwise it comes out hard.
tsuoLALoHl

In this example, siit@f it' the elative form of se, stands for the

salmon which, it is claimed, will become hard if sugar is not
added.

There are numerous examples in my data of the use of the

external local case forms of the demonstratives to code
possessors, instruments, causees and recipients, as illustrated
above in examples (1)-(4), and examples of the use of the intemal
local case forms to code non-local concepts can also be found, as

shown by example (5). However, as I have noted above, my data

contained no examples of the use of the extemal local case forms

of the demonstratives to refer to locations.o In contrast, my data

abound in examples of the use of the internal case forms and the

locative forms of the demonstratives to code locations.
Examples (6)-(8) below are examples of the use of the

intemal local case forms of the demonstratives to point to

' As can be seen here, and in many other examples in this paper, the
demonstratives are often shortened in actual use by speakers so that the final
vowel or the second syllable are dropped.

a Since both ttre extemal case forms and the locative forms involve the same

case markers, it is not surprising that a functional differsntiation has

developed. For the internal case forms, the- possibility does not exist. I
thank the SKY anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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locations. In example (6), the speaker is reporting thoughts she
had while cooking on an old stove in a building where her family
lived when she was a young child.

(6) ...'Äiti teki täs ruokaa ja,
mother make- pst rÄMÄ-INE food-p¡n and
Mother cooked here and,

.. monet 'muut <P sen jälkeen P>.
many-PI- other-pl sr-cn¡l after
many others after that.

IoMPELUI

In the first line of example (6), the inessive form ttis(sä) here'
refers to the place where the speaker was cooking at the time
when she reported having these thoughts. In the next example,
taken from the same conversation as examples (1) and (2), the
children's grandmother is pointing out the location of a small ski
pole.

(7) .. Toss on ^sauva.
TUo-INE is pole
There's a pole.

.. Äla hukkaa sitä.
Nsc.2sc.rup lose sE-PAR
Don't lose it.

IPLAYMOBL]

In this example, the inessive form of tuo, toss(a)'there' stands for
the place where the pole is to be found.

In example (8), also from the PLAYMOBL conversation, one
of the children is concerned that her playmate has unfairly
appropriated a pair of small skates because she has put them in a
pile together with her doll's belongings.

(8) Miks sä otit,
why
V/hy

2sc take-psr-2sc
did you take
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^lasten luistimet siihe.
child-pl-ceN skate-pl sE-rLL
the children's skates there.

IPLAYMOBL]

In the second line of this example, siihe(n) 'there', the illative
form of s¿, stands for the place where the addressee of the
utterance has put the skates.

Examples (6)-(8) above showed how speakers of Firurish use
the internal case forms of the demonstratives to say where
something is located. Examples (9)-(11) below show that the
locative forms of the demonstratives are also used for a similar
purpose.

Example (9) below comes from the PLAYMOBL
conversation. The speaker is in the process of unpacking toys
from a box.

(9) Tåiå¡r on'kummallekkin näille
is both-¡o¡-also rÄMÄ-PL-ALL

n:iköjäåin ^sukset
apparently ski-lt-

Looks like (there) are skis for both of these in here.
IPLAYMOBL]

In this example, tööU(ö),'here', the locative (adessive) form of
tömä refers to the box where the toys ttre child is unpacking are
located.

In the next example, taken from a dinnertable conversation,
the speaker uses a locative form of tuo tn a tum illustrating what
she considers typical eating behaviour for young children.

(10) M: ... Sit 'leipä <H ^viskataan tonne H>.
then bread throw- pAss-pERS TUo. Loc.LAT
Then the bread gets thrown over there.

tsNAPSrl

In example (10), speaker M is using the lative locative form
tonne 'there' to refer to a non-explicit location where a

TÄMÄ.LOC.ADE
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hypothetical child would throw a piece of bread after licking off
the topping.

The previous example as well as the next one illustrate the
obvious fact that what is referred to as a location does not have to
be a 'place' in a concrete sense. In example (11) below, one of
the Finnish teachers is commenting on the violent nature of
biblical stories.

(11) joku ^R=aamattu <A esimerkiks ni A>
some Bible example-TRe so
Take the Bible for example,

sielhän on ^kaikkein ...7o Tokavalimmat
sp.Loc-¡oe-rrcLis all-sup foul-sup-pL

esitelty.
present-P.rrc

all the foulest frauds are presented in there.
toPETj

Here, the speaker uses siel(lci)'there', the adessive locative form
of se, to talk about the Bible as a location where foul frauds are
presented.

'We have seen that in the spoken data examined for this study,
both the external and internal local case forms of the
demonstratives have extended, non-local uses, while both the
intemal local case forms and locative forms of the demonstratives
are used for referring to locations. In contrast, extemal local case

forms of the demonstratives are not used for locations in these
data. How have these uses of the demonstratives been reflected
in Finnish grammarians' categorization of the forms?

5. Demonstratives or adverbs?

Traditionally, both the intemal case forms and the locative forms
of the demonstratives have been considered adverbs (Ahlman

petokset
fraud-pl
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L933; Airila 1940).' Several contemporary accounts have also

taken this approach. Thus Auli Hakulinen and Fred Karlsson
(1979:84) include both tuolla (a locative form) and røssa (an

intemal case form) in a list of pronominal adverbs, and likewise
Östrnan (1995) calls both the intemal case series and the locative
series demonstrative adverbs. On the other hand, Lauri Hakulinen
(1979: 51; 59; 127) includes only locative forms in his
discussions of demonstrative adverbs. Likewise, Karlsson's
(1982) referencs grammar includes only case forms (intemal and

extemal) in the list of demonstratives (141) and lists the locative
forms separately as adverbs of place (210).

None of the scholars mentioned in the previous paragraph
discusses what factors led to classification of the case forms and

locative forms as adverbs or demonstratives. The lexical
category question is, however, taken up explicitly by LarjaYaaÍa
(1990: 117), who directly challenges the traditional classification,
and suggests that there are "no morphological and syntactic
criteria" (1990: 123) which would support the classification of
the intemal case forms of the demonstratives as adverbs.

Larjavaara does not explain what the morphological and

syntactic criteria might be that would support the classification of
forms as adverbs. Such criteria are indeed difficult to come by.
Schachter (1985: 20) notes that "the label adverb is often applied
to several different sets of words in a language, sets that do not
necessarily have as much in common with one another, either
notionally or grammatically, as, say, the subclasses of nouns or
verbs that may occur in a language", and that "there are no

c tegonzations that are common to the entire class". Typically,
adverbs are defined in terms of what they lack; thus Anderson
(1985: 200) notes that adverbs manifest "inflectional poverty"
and "do not normally manifest agreementr'. Schachter also notes

t There seems to be tacit agrcement among Finnish linguists that the external
case forms of the demonstratives are not adverbs; none of the linguists who
have discussed demonstrative adverbs include any external case forms in
thei¡ lists or discussions. My data confirm this insight, insofar as the
external case forms are not used to refer to locations.
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that adverbs "function as modifiers of constituents other than
nouns" (1985: 20).

Unless the locative forms are considered part of the
demonstrative paradigm, they do manifest inflectional poverty in
that they lack forms for all the other cases except for the external
local cases (adessive, ablative, and (al)lative). Further, even if
the locative forms are considered part of the demonstrative
paradigm, they still lack the plural forms which both the intemal
and external case forms of the demonstratives have. Therefore,
by morphological criteria, the locative forms are more adverbial
than both the external and intemal local case forms of the
demonstratives, which have full paradigms in both singular and
plural.

The locative forms are also adverbial in nature in that they
sometimes do not agree with the head of the noun phrase which
they precede in either case or number, although nominal
attributes ordinarily, with very few exceptions, agree in both case
and number with the head in a Finnish NP. There are many
examples in my data where the locative demonstrative has a
different case form from the following noun (phrase). Consider
the following example, where the speaker is discussing her
recent, slightly odd visit to a doctor's office.

'sanos €t,
say-PST COMP

(12) ja ^sit se
and then sE,

And then he said,

'joo
PTCL
yeah,

et et,
COMP COMP

katotaas sinne ^kurkkuu,look-p¡,ss-rrcl sE.Loc-LAT throat-ILL
let's look at that throat,

TLAAKR]

As can be seen, the locative form sinne in the last line of the
example is in the lative case, whereas the following novn kurl<kuu
'throat' is in the illative case.
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Another, similar example comes from the OPET
conversation. This is shown in example (13) below.

(13) jos aatellaan,
if think-pess-pens
if we think,

mennään ihan tonne j' juuriin.
go-nlss-nrRs quite TUO.LOC-LAT root-PL-LL
(if we) go right there to the roots,

toPETl

In this example, the locative form of tuo fails to agree with the

following noun juurii¿ 'to the roots' in both case and number.

The locative form is morphologically singular (recall that the
locative demonstratives lack plural forms), and is in the lative
case, while the following noun is plural and in the illative case.

Since the locative demonstratives sometimes fail to agree in
either case or number with the noun phrases they precede, it
seems reasonable to assume that they are indeed adverbs, and that

they do not function as modifiers of the noun which follows, or at

least that they are less closely associated with the noun phrase

which they precede than the external case forms of the

demonstratives, which always agree in case with the noun phrase

they precede.
However, contrary to what Latjavaata's (1990) claim implies,

the internal case forms of the demonstratives also sometimes

behave syntactically like the locative forms of the demonstratives

with respect to agreement, and thus might also be classified as

adverbs, or at least can be said to manifest adverb-like syntactic

behavior. There are many examples in my data where an intemal
case form of the demonstrative is followed by a noun phrase in
an extemal case form. Consider the following example:

(14) Mut pane tähä,
but put.2sc.rur IÄMÄ-ILL
But put (it) here,
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.. ^vasemmalle puolelle
left-¡r-l side-eu,
on the left side

tsuol.ALoHl

In this example, the internal case form of the demonstrative töhö
'into this; hither' in the first line does not agree with the external
case form of the noun phrase vasemmalle puolelle'onto the left
side' in the second line. Besides the lack of agreement, the fact
that the demonstrative is separated from the noun phrase it
precedes by an intonation unit boundary and a pauseu adds to the
impression that the demonstrative is not a part of the noun
phrase, but rather extemal to it.

Furthermore, intemal case forms of the demonstratives can
also appear immediately before the noun phrase, and still not
agree in case with them, as shown in example (i5) below:

(15) ... Ja siin ^puuhellalla,
and ss-blB wood-stove-¡DE
and on the wood stove,

.. kerran ni,
once so
one time,

... mää illalla ^paistoin.1sc evening-mr fry-rsr-1sc
I was frying (mushrooms) at night

toMPELt¡

In this example the inessive form of se, siin, does not agree in
case with the following adessive case noun puuhellalla'on the
wood stove'.

u I am not suggesting here that the relationship between syntactic and
intonational closure is one-to-one; it is not (see, for example, Tao (1996);
Helasvuo (1992) for Finnish). Nevertheless, the facr that the demonstrative
and the oblique NP are separated by an intonational boundary as well as a
pause gives the impression that, in some sense, they are separate units to the
speaker.
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So far, we have seen that the intemal case forms and the
locative forms of the demonstratives appear to be more adverbial
than the external case forms of the demonstratives. In my data,

the external case forms of the demonstratives are only used for
semantic roles which are closely associated with the verb, such as

possessors and instruments, while both the intemal case forms
and the locative forms are used for more adverbial concepts,
namely locations. However, the intemal case forms are also used
for non-locative concepts, while the locative forms are only used

to code locations.
Secondly, the locative demonstratives exhibit inflectional

poverty in that they have no plural forms, and thus are
morphologically more adverbial than the external and intemal
forms of the demonstratives. Thirdly, when used prenominally,
the external case forms of the demonstratives always agree with
the head noun. In contrast, this is not always true of the internal
case forms and the locative forms; they are syntactically more
adverbial than the extemal case forms in that they do not always
agree in case with the head of the noun phrase they precede.

Thus, the locative demonstratives and the internal case forms,
at least in some of their uses, might be said to be extemal to the

noun phrase in a way similar to the English demonstrative
adverbs in expressions like here in the U.5., there in the kitchef
where the demonstrative adverbs are sxternal to the prepositional
phrase they precede.

However, the Finnish demonstratives are more closely bound
to the noun phrase they precede by virtue of the nature of Finnish
morphology; there is no intervening material between the noun
phrase and the demonstrative which precedes it, while in the
English examples given above, the preposition and the
determiner intervene between the demonstrative adverb and the

noun. Further, even the locative forms and the intemal case

forms of the demonstratives, when used for locations, always

'I thank Wally Chafe for pointing out this parallel to me.
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agree in directionality with the noun phrase they precede; that is,
there were no cases where, for example, an ablative
demonstrative (the 'from'type) would have preceded an illative
noun (the'into'type).

These data indicate that the local case forms of the Finnish
demonstratives cannot be unambiguously placed into the
categories of 'pronouns' and 'adverbs'. Instead, to better reflect
their behaviour in discourse, they could be arranged on a cline
where on the left, we have the extemal case forms which are not
adverbial either semantically, morphologically or syntactically,
with the intemal case forms, which are used semantically both in
adverbial and non-adverbial fashion, are not adverbs
morphologically, but exhibit adverb-like syntactic behaviour, in
the middle, and finally on the right, the locative forms which are
adverbial both semantically, morphologically and syntactically,
as shown in the figure below.

External case forms Internal case forms Locative forms

ttillöltöltöltälle
tollaltoltaltolle
silldlsíltölsille

tdssöltöstriltöluin
tossaltostaltohon
sündlsütdlsiíhen

tdöllöltöölñlainne
tuollaltuoltalønne
siellölsieltölsinne

<< LESS ADVERBIAL << >> MORE ADVERBIAL >>

Table 2. The local case forms of the Finnish demonstratives (spoken forms)
and the locative demonstratives arranged on a cline of adverbiality.

This section established that both the intemal case forms and the
locative forms of the demonstratives are used adverbially, in the
sense that they form a looser bond with the noun phrase which
they precede in terms of agreement than the extemal case forms
of the demonstratives. Put together with the discussion in the
previous section which showed that bottr the extemal case forms
and the intemal case forms (but not the locative forms) have
grammaticized uses for non-local concepts, while both the
intemal case forms and the locative forms (but not the external
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case fonns) are used to speak about locations, we can now

arange the forms in question on a continuum of adverbiality'
Tie fact that the forms discussed here can not be

unambiguously delegated to the classes of either pronouns or

adverbs lends support to the suggestion of Hopper and Thompson

(1934) that lexiðal categories should be viewed as abstract

prototypes instead of discrete categories. These data are in
ã""o.áán"" with Hopper and Thompson's observation that

syntactic and morphological trappings characteristic of a

pârticular lexical category accrue to linguistic items to the degree

ihat the item is used for the function typical of that category. We

see here that the extemal case forms, which are not used to speak

about locations, lack the morphological and syntactic

characteristics typical of adverbs, while the locative forms, which

have only locaiive uses, are also the most adverbial. And the

intemal óase forms, which have both the extended and locative

uses are ambiguous morphologically and syntactically as,well.

The next iection concerns the differences between these two

ways to refer to locations in Finnish.

6. Ways to talk about locations

Given that both the internal local case forms of the

demonstratives and the locative demonstratives are used to talk

about locations, how do speakers make the choice between them?

This topic has received quite a bit of attention in Finnish

linguistics. Beyond the lexical category dispute, there has also

beJn a rather wìde variety of descriptions as to how the intemal

case forms differ from the locative forms.' It has been suggested
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that the difference resides in the exac¡ress of reference, where the
locative forms would be less exact than the intemal case forms of
the demonstratives (Siitonen 1979; Hakulinen and Karlsson
1979:208). In contrast, Itkonen (1966: 42I) proposes that the
referents of the internal case forms are proximal, while the
referents of the locative forms are distal. It has also been
suggested that the area referred to by the intemal case forms is
bounded, while the area referred to by the locative forms is
unbounded (Ostman 1995); Östman also suggests that visibility
could be a factor in the choice between the forms, so that the
internal case forms would be associated with visibility, while the
external case forms would include the possibility of non-
visibility. læhtinen (1967) has proposed that the size of the area
is crucial, so that smaller areas would be referred to with the
intemal case forms, while the locative forms would refer to
comparatively larger areas. On the other hand, Larjavaara calls
the distinction 'areal opposition' (1990: Il7-125) and indicates
that the intemal case forms situate a referent in a particular place
within an area, while the locative forms refer to location within
the bounds of an area.

In my opinion, all the views Finnish scholars have proposed
on this topic are essentially correct. I regard them all as

manifestations of a more comprehensive distinction which
involves the conceptualization and linguistic expression of scenes
in terms of figure and ground (Talrny 1978; 1983).

I suggest that speakers of Finnish use the intemal case forms
of the demonstratives for referents which are conceptualized as

figures, while the locative forms are used for referents
conceptualized as the ground. Accordingly, in keeping with
Talmy's charactenzation of the properties of relatively figureJike
vs. ground-like referents (1983: 230-231), further developed by

markers, since the demonstratives also have external case forms distinct
from the locative forms, and the external case forms of the demonstratives
do not make reference to locations, as has been discussed above.
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Hanks (1992:60-66), the referents (locations) expressed by the

internal case forms of the demonstratives in Finnish tend to be

relatively mors foregrounded, more referential, smaller,
geometrically simpler (point-like), more salient, anticipated, and

proximal, and thus more likely to be visible than those expressed

6y the locative forms, whose referents (locations) will be

relatively more backgrounded, less referential, larger,
geometrically complex (with extent, shape, dimensionality), less

ialient, recalled, and distal, and thus less likely to be visible than

the referents expressed by the internal case forms.

These characteristics cluster, so that a particular referent

coded with an internal case form of the demonstrative may have

several figureJike properties. They are also defeasible; a referent

may lack some of the figure-like properties discussed above, and

still be coded with an intemal case form of the demonstratives.

The choice between the demonstrative forms does not have

as much to do with the inherent, objective characteristics of the

referent as it has to do with how a particular referent is
conceptualized. Thus even an objectively bounded referent can

be referred to with a locative form, as long as it is conceptualized

as ground. In the following exerpt, part of which we have

already seen as example (9) above, a child is taking new toys out

of the box they came in.

(16) Hei,
PTCL

Hey,

.. ^tåäll otr,
rÄ¡r,tÄ.loc-¡P¡ is
In here (there) are,

... Tääll on 'kummallekki näille
TÄMA.roc-ADE is both-loe-also T;|MÄ-PL-ALL

näköjåiåin ^sukset.
apparently ski- Pl-

Looks like (there) are skis for both of these in here.
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TPLAYMOBL]

The two uses of the adessive locative form ttitill(ri)'in here' in the
second and third line of the example stand for the box from
which the speaker is retrieving the toys. Consider that the
speaker is not, as such, using the form to talk about the box as an
object, but rather to talk about where the toys are. The box forms
the ground, within which the toys are located. Thus, although the
box is, ofcourse, inherently a bounded space, it can be expressed
with a locative form. Here, the box is relatively more
backgrounded, less salient, less referential, and larger than the
more foregrounded, more salient, more referential and smaller
toys which emerge from it.

The fact that it is the conceptualization of a particular referent
at a particular point in discourse, rather than the inherent qualities
of a referent, which determines the forms used is revealed when
we observe that speakers can switch to a locative form when the
role of the referent in the discourse changes.

This is shown in the following example, also from the
PLAYMOBL conversation. After the children have unpacked
the toys from the boxes, their grandmother inquires whether the
children have kept the boxes. One of the children assures her that
the boxes have been kept, along with the plastic bags inside the
boxes.

(17) Ia ^pussitki on leikattu,
and bag-nl-rrcl is cut-P.Prc
And even the bags have been cut,

^sillee että sinne voi ..<P laittaa P>.
sE. MANN coMp sE.Loc-LAT can put-l uvr
so that (you) can put (them) in there.

IPLAYMOBL]

Although the speaker refers to the bags in line 87 with a lexical
noun pussltki'even the bags' in a way that is clearly figure-like
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and referential, in the next line' she uses a locative form, sínne'in
there'for the bags. Consider that in the first line, the noun phrase

referring to the bags is plural; the locative demonstrative in the
next line appears to have the same referent, but now the bags,
coded with a locative form which fails to express a number
distinction, are conceptualized as ground, a container where the
toys may be placed.

However, the locations expressed by the intemal case forms
of the demonstratives can also be objectively more simple
geometrically, or more point-like, and thus more exact than
locations expressed by the locative forms, which are
comparatively more complex, with extent and dimensionality,
and thus less exact. This is shown in the next example, taken
from a narrative where the speaker is describing the scene in an

apartment where she had left a tap open:

(18) A: ...Siel oli sillee että tota,
Sg.Loc-ADe be-psr SE-MANN coMP TUo-PAR
It was (laid out) so that um,

.. Inm,
Uffi'

.. parketti alko sitte niinku,
parquet begin.rsr then so-as
(a) þarquet (floor) began then like,

... Oli muovimatto keittiössã sit alko
be-psrplastic-carpet kitchen-n¡¡ then begin.nsr

parketti.
parquet

There was a vinyl floor in the kitchen and then (a) parquet
(floor) began.

e In the interest of clarity, I have omitted one line, where another speaker is
overlapping with the speaker whose utterance we ars concerned with here.
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B: .. Joo.
PTCL
Yeah.

A: .. Nün se oli niinku
so sE be-PST so-as
So it had like just there like,

just
just

siihen niinku,
sE-ILLso-as

siihen
SE-ILL

se vesi oli just tullu
sE water be-psr just come-P.PTc
The water had just come

parketin reunaan.
parquet-cEN edge-rU,
to the edge of the parquet.

... Et seVoVo,
COMP SE

So that it,

.. jos se ois <X siinä X> vallan kauan ollu vielä,
if ss be-coND SE-INE very long be-p.rrc still
if it had been there for a very long still,

ni se ois menny sinne parketille.
so sE be-coND go-P.PTC SE.I-OC-LAT pafquet-Al.I-
it would have gone onto the parquet.

IVESI]

The forms in which we are interested here are the bolded portions
in A's second tum. Compare the use of the illative (intemal case)
form sííhen'there' in the first line of her tum and the prenominal
use of the same form in siihen parketin reunaant,'to the edge of
the parquet' in the next line with the use of the locative form in
sinne parketille 'onto the parquet' in the last line. The location at

r0 This phrase is a good example of the difficulties of distinguishing between
the adverbial vs. the determiner uses of the prenominal demonstratives. The
demonstrative is in an internal case form (the type that some scholars
consider adverbs, while others claim they are just case forms, and not
adverbs) and it agrees with the case of the rightmost member of the phrase
reunaan 'to the edge'. We would have to determine whether the
demonstrative is in fact showing case agreement or whether it is external to
the phrase andjust happens to have the same case.
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the edge of the parquet is more exact and more geometrically
simple (an edge being a line) than the suggested potential
location on the parquet (the floor being a two-dimensional
expanse); also, the latter expression leaves the part of the floor
the water would have covered entirely open.

But I would still like to stress that what determines the
speaker's choice between the locative forms and the case forms of
the demonstratives is a matter of the speaker's viewpoint and

ultimately the way the scene is conceptualized.
An example which clearly shows the effect of the speaker's

shifting viewpoint on the choice of demonstrative form, as well
as illustrating rather nicely the conceptual distinctions which
these forms encode, is the following example, which comes from
a narrative from the 1930s. The narrator is telling about a fox
hunt. He is following the tracks of a fox in the woods, and it
occurs to him that the fox may be at a wallow he is already

familiar with.

(19) ... ja muistin,
and remember-Psr-1.sc
and I remembered,

... heill on siel toises Pääs vuorta,
3 pl¡ruÀ{-eos is sE.Loc-ADE other-n¡s head-nrs mountain-p¡,R
they have at the other end of the mountain,

... sellai kivi,
such rock
this rock,

jossa mie olin joskus nähnY,
nel-n'¡p 1sc be-psr-lsc sometime see- P.PTC

where I had seen in the past,

ketun makauksen ja,
fox-ceN wallow-Acc and
a foxwallow and,

välåiht mielehe että,
flash.psr mind-ru. cot"tP
(it) came to (my) mind that
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.. annas nyt olla,
let.n¡p now be-lwr'
let's see,

sehän onki siel kiven päåI.
sE-prcI- be-rrcl sE.l,oc-ADE rock-c¡¡.t top-ADE
it must be on top of the rock.

Rupeen tarkkaamaan sit kiveä
start-lsc look.for-3n¡p-Ill SE-PARrock-p¿n
I start looking for the rock but,

mut,
but

siell on niin lujaa mettää,
sE. LOC-ADE iS sO fast-p¿R fOreSt-pAR
the forest is so thick the¡e,

ei sit tahtonu ntikyä sielt mut,
Nrc.3sc sE-pAR want-p.Ffclook-1nm sE.Loc- ABL but
it was hard to see it from there but,

.. oli våihän niinku,
be-psr a.little so-as
(it) was a little as if,

siin ois ollu jotakii siin kiven päälH
sE-INE be-coND be-p.prc something sr,-Ns rock-cEN top-ADE
as if there had been something on top of the rock

... (I moved closer along the mountaintop and)

n¿iky että siin ol niinku kettu ois
look.pst colvtp sE-INE be-Psr so-as fox be-coNo
looked as if a fox were sitting there

siin kiven päällä.
se-I¡¡B rock-cpN top-ADE
on top of the rock.

tKETTII]

In this example, the speaker first introduces a particular rock with
a (formally indefinite) noun phrase sellai kivi, and reports his
recollection ttrat it is located on the other side of the mountain,
siel toises pdds vuorta. The latter expression, preceded by the

istunu
siçp.rrc
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locative form siel, has several ground-like properties; it is
recalled, remote (the speaker is not on that side of the mountain),
geometrically complex, and not visible at this point. In referring
to the assumed location of the fox, the speaker again uses a

locative form of se, siel, this time with the posþositional phrase
kiven priril" This location also has ground-like qualities, in that
at this point in the story, it is recalled, remote (on the other side
of the mountain), and thus not visible.

Observe that in the next bolded mention of the top of the
rock, the speaker switches to an intemal case form of s¿. This
reflects the change in the speaker's reported perspective. At this
point, the rock is visible, closer to the speaker, and anticipated,
no longer recalled, as it was when the earlier mention was made;
these are figure-like qualities, which, as I have claimed, are
associated with the use of the internal case forms of the
demonstratives. Thus it is the speaker's conceptualization of the
referent, and not the inherent qualities of the referent, which
determine the particular demonstrative form used for it.

7. Conclusion

This article concemed the categoriality and function of the local
case forms and locative-adverbial forms of the Finnish
demonstratives. I have suggested that the forms in question
cannot be unambiguously assigned to the categories of pronouns

tt That the locative forms and the internal case forms of the demonstratives
can occur with posçositional phrases is another manifestation of their
adverbiality. Postpositional phrases cannot take determiners; it would be
ungrammatical to say sillö kiven pööllti if one meant 'on the top of the ¡ock',
where the adessive form of se, sillä, would agree in case with the
postposition pöölld.'on top', although, as we can see, a locative preposed
form can be used. On the other hand, prepositions can take determiners, and
so it would not be ungrammatical to say siin toises priris vuortø 'at the other
end of the mountain', where the inessive form of se, síin, would agree with
the preposition ptitis'at the end' (which also has an attribute foises 'another-
INE', which is impossible with postpositions (Hakulinen and Karlsson
1979:154)).
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and adverbs, but rather form a continuum with the extemal case
forms being the least aclverbial semantically, morphologically
and syntactically, while the locative forms are the most adverb-
like, with internal case forms in the middle. Both the intemal
case forms and the locative forms are used to speak about
locations, while in these data, the extemal case forms are not
used for locations.

These findings indicate that lexical categories are not discrete
boxes into which linguistic items can be neatly sorted. Instead,
as suggested by Hopper and Thompson (1984), they can be more
profitably viewed as abstract prototypes. The closer the use of an
item is to the prototype, the more morphological and syntactic
characteristics typical of that category it acquires.

I have also proposed that a speaker's choice between the
intemal case forms and the locative forms of the demonstratives
depends on whether the speaker is conceptualizing a particular
location as a figure or as ground. In the spoken data discussed
here, more figure-like locations are coded with the internal case
forms of the demonstratives, while more ground-like locations
are coded with the locative-adverbial forms. This explanation has
the advantage that it offers a general conceptual distinction as a
basis for the choice, while also being entirely compatible with all
the earlier accounts, none of which alone can explain the full
range of actual uses.

Appendix L: Form Glosses

ABE - abessive; ABL - ablative; ACC - accusative; ADE - adessive; ADJ
- adjective; ALL - allative; CAUS - causative affix; COND - conditional;
COMP - complementizeç ELA - elative; ESS - essive; FREQ - iterative;
GEN - genitive; HUM - human; ILL - illative; IMP - imperative; INE -
inessive; INF - infinitive; LAT - lative; LOC - locative; MANN - manner;
NEG - negation verb; NOM - nominative; PAR - partitive; PASS -
passive; PERS - personal ending in the passive; PL - plural; PST - past
tense; PTC - participle; PTCL - particle; Q - question clitic; REL -
relativizer; SG - singulaq SUP - superlative; TRA - translative
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